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Abstract
B. thuringiensis has been proposed as a possible simulant for B. anthracis in
counter-proliferation studies because it is closely related to B. anthracis and is not
harmful to humans. In order to be a good simulant in counter-proliferation studies, B.
thuringiensis spores must have similar properties to B. anthracis spores. In particular,
they must behave in a similar way when exposed to high temperatures for short periods
of time as would be caused by an explosion. This research examines the difference in
surface elasticities of the spores of the two species and how exposure to heat just
sufficient to inactivate the spores changes their elasticities. A method developed by Dr.
Li at AFIT is used to measure the surface elasticities. This method measures the
reflection and transmission of acoustic waves between the surface of the spore and the
AFM tip to find the surface stiffness and then uses the Hertz contact model to determine
the surface elasticity (Young’s modulus). Surface elasticities were determined for four
different sample types: B. anthracis spores, B. thuringiensis spores, heat inactivated B.
anthracis spores, and heat inactivated B. thuringiensis spores. Measurements were taken
on spores with AFM cantilevers of two different stiffnesses, 0.06 N/m and 0.58 N/m.
The surface elasticities of the two spore species were different. Measurements using the
tip with stiffness 0.58 N/m on B. anthracis gave average elasticity 3.73 GPa with
standard deviation 0.22 GPa, and on B. thuringiensis average elasticity of 4.67 GPa with
standard deviation 0.72 GPa. This indicates that B. anthracis has a structurally different
outer spore coat layer than B. thuringiensis. Heat inactivation resulted in a decrease in
spore surface elasticity. Measurements using the tip with stiffness 0.58 N/m on heat
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inactivated B. anthracis spores gave average elasticity of 2.73 GPa with standard
deviation of 0.29 GPa, and on heat inactivated B. thuringiensis spores of average
elasticity 3.57 GPa with standard deviation 0.27 GPa. The elasticities were fairly
uniform across the spore surface, even over features of varying height. The softer
cantilever tip gave lower values of elasticity due to its interation with the adsorbed water
layer on the spore surface and fragments of the exosporium.
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NANO-MECHANICAL PROPERTIES OF HEAT INACTIVATED BACILLUS
ANTHRACIS AND BACILLUS THURINGIENSIS SPORES
I. Introduction

Overview
Bacterial spores are unique biological entities. Bacteria form them in times of
stress when their environment is no longer favorable for continued replication due to lack
of nutrients, extreme temperatures, toxic substances, or other factors. The bacterial spore
preserves the bacteria’s genetic information until a time when the environment is again
favorable for growth and replication.
Bacterial spores are of special interest to the government because of their
potential use as biological weapons. Bacillus anthracis, the causative agent of the
disease anthrax, is the primary spore-producing bacterial species of interest. Anthrax is a
zoonosis, typically infecting cattle, sheep, and goats, but capable of crossing over to
humans. It is naturally a soil dwelling organism and causes cutaneous infections when
the spores infect cuts or breaks in the skin. However, it can also cause a pulmonary
infection if the spores are inhaled as sometimes happens when working with wool or
hides. The weaponized form of the spores is an aerosol designed to promote penetration
into the lungs.
The possibility of anthrax being a threat as a bioweapon became reality in 2001
when terrorists sent spores in a powdered form in letters to two senators and several news
media offices, killing five people and infecting 17 others (2001 anthrax attacks, 2007).
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Since the anthrax bacteria is easy to grow and weaponize, it is important that means are
developed to counter such weapons. It is essential to have a good simulant bacteria to
use in tests for counter-proliferation effects. The simulant needs to be a spore forming
bacteria that closely resembles anthrax and reacts in a similar way to its environment, but
poses no threat of disease or illness.
AFNWCA, the sponsor for this research, has chosen Bacillus thuringiensis as a
possible simulant. B. thuringiensis and B. anthracis are very closely related differing by
only a couple of plasmids and a few DNA sequences (Dwyer and others, 2004:23). They
are so closely related that some have proposed that rather than being different species
they are really two different strains of the same species (Radnedge and others,
2003:2755).
Purpose of Research
The purpose of this research project is to compare the material properties of B.
anthracis and B. thuringiensis spores and to determine how their spore surface properties
change when they are inactivated (killed) by heat. AFNWCA, the sponsor of this
research, would like to use B. thuringiensis as a simulant for B. anthracis in studies of
spore response to methods of deactivation in an effort to develop a model to accurately
predict the neutralization of a bio-weapon stockpile in a counterforce strike. Knowledge
of how the spores differ structurally and how their properties change after heat
inactivation will lead to a better model for predicting B. anthracis spore neutrilization
from data collected in studies using B. thuringiensis spores.
This research project will build on previous work at AFIT done by Captain Ruth
Zolock and Dr. Guanming Li. Captain Zolock used the atomic force microscope (AFM)
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to analyze the surface morphologies of Bacillus spores looking for identifiable features
that could be used to distinguish four Bacillus species (Zolock, 2002:1; Zolock and
others, 2006:363-369). Captain Zolock determined that there were no absolute surface
morphology differences between the four strains studied that could be used to identify
individual spores. However, populations of spores of different species and accurately
identified by comparing the statistical distributions of spore surface features and AFM
phase data (Zolock and others, 2006:368). Also different species varied in adhesion to
substrates as observed previously by others. Both the overall surface features and
adhesion are properties linked to the spore coat indicating that the spore coats should be
different between species and possess different elastic characteristics.
The surface elasticities of the spores were determined using a method developed
by Dr. Li at AFIT (Li and others, 2007:1). This method utilizes measurements of the
reflection and transmission of acoustic waves between the AFM tip and the surface of the
material. The near-surface stiffness of the interface is determined from the slope of the
reflection amplitude. The elastic modulus is then determined from this using the Hertz
contact model.
Heat inactivated spores were spores that had been exposed to a high temperature
for time periods of a minute or less so that none of the spores were able to germinate.
This was the total kill point, and was determined by Major Leslie Hawkins in her MS
thesis Micro-etched platforms for thermal inactivation of Bacillus anthracis and Bacillus
thuringiensis spores.
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Research Objectives
The overall goal of this research project was to sompare the surface elasticities of
B. anthracis and B. thuringiensis spores. More specifically I planned to address three
aspects using elasticity measurements:
(1)

(2)

Look for differences in bulk elasticities between the two species
–

Is there an identifiable difference?

–

Can the spores be distinguished based on this property?

Determine if elasticity is uniform over the spore surface or whether it
changes with surface contour.
–

Are there identifiable surface features with different
elasticities?

–
(3)

How do these vary between B. anthracis and B. thuringiensis?

How does heating to the point of spore inactivation change the elasticity
of the spore surfaces?

Scope and Limits of Research
This research project only examined the surface elasticities of B. anthracis and B.
thuringiensis spores. Only one temperature and time for heat inactivation was examined
for each spore species. This was 160o C for 45 seconds for B. anthracis and 140o C for
60 seconds for B. thuringiensis. These temperatures and times were determined by Major
Hawkins as the point where no spores grown and prepared by the methods used in my
research were observed to germinate (Hawkins, 2008:53,54). Data was gathered on only
five B. anthracis spores, five heat treated B. anthracis spores, five B. thuringiensis
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spores, and two heat treated B. thuringiensis spores. Only two different AFM cantilever
stiffnesses were used in taking measurements on the spores, 0.06 N/m and 0.58 N/m.

5

II. Literature Review

Overview
Although the government and military would like to better understand the B.
anthracis organism, it is not always used in research. Often another organism is
substituted that can be assumed to be similar, but is safer to work with. B. subtilus is the
most often used model for the genus Bacillus because it is nonpathogenic, is common and
easy to obtain, and has long been considered the standard model for the Bacillus genome.
Consequently much of the information currently available on spores, how they are
formed, and how they return to the active vegetative form of the cell is from research on
this organism. More recently studies have been conducted to determine the differences in
spores and spore formation for other Bacillus species including B. cereus, B.
thuringiensis, and B. anthracis. B. cereus and B. thuringiensis are often used as a
substitute for B. anthracis because they are very closely related to it, differing from it and
each other by a couple of plasmids, a couple of genes for cell wall proteins, and several
bacteriophage related sequences (Dwyer and others, 2004:23).
B. anthracis versus B. thuringiensis
All members of the genus Bacillus are gram-positive, aerobic, endospore forming,
rod shaped bacteria. B. anthracis and B. thuringiensis belong to the group 1 bacilli,
which also includes B. cereus. All members of the group 1 bacilli are closely related
genetically, close enough that some researchers have proposed that they could be
considered one species (Radnedge and others, 2003:2755).
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The group 1 bacilli have specialized to become animal pathogens. B. anthracis is
the causative agent of the disease anthrax. B. thuringiensis is often used in pesticides and
bioengineering pest resistant crops because of its ability to produce an insecticidal
parasporal crystal at the same time it forms its spore. B. cereus causes food poisoning
and skin infection in humans. All three species are easily isolated from soil environments
where their spores can exist for years.
Different characteristics were developed by the group 1 bacilli as they diverged
genetically through rndom mutations and exchanging DNA with other soil organisms.
Traditionally it has been thought that while in the soil, Bacillus organisms remain in their
dormant spore form. Recent research has shown this is not always true. Paul C. Hanna
of the University of Michigan Medical School has reported work where he has observed
all stages of the B. anthracis lifecycle in soil (Pobojewski, 2004; Miller, 2004:142). This
activity indicates that the organism could exchange genes with related bacteria or pick
them up from phages in the soil. Such gene exchanges can change the nature of an
organism to help it adapt to its environment, enabling it to exhibit virulence
characteristics or antibiotic resistance (Schuch and Fischetti, 2006:3037). At least three
proteins that are part of the B. anthracis spore surface structure come from phages (Stone,
2006:309; Schuch and Fischetti, 2006:3049).
The disease anthrax is a result of the expression of genes on two plasmids in B.
anthracis. One plasmid codes for the synthesis of a capsule around the bacterial cell and
the other codes for three toxin proteins (Thorne, 1993:115). The B. anthracis strain used
in this research was the Sterne strain which originally came from an attenuated B.
anthracis strain isolated by M. Sterne in 1937 (Koehler, 2000:526). The Sterne strain
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does not produce a capsule around vegetative cells since the pXO2 plasmid is missing. It
has been used as a vaccine since its isolation, and is still currently used by veterinarians.
However, it still has a low level of virulence in some animals since the bacteria are
capable of producing the toxins (Koehler, 2000:526).
Spore Structure
Bacterial spores are hardy, resistant, dormant structures that bacteria form in
reaction to unfavorable environmental conditions. Spores allow bacteria to preserve
genetic material until environmental conditions are again favorable to support growth and
division. Spores have no metabolic activity, exchange no enzymes or other
macromolecules with their environment, low water activity, DNA immobilization, low
enzyme activity, and no active DNA repair (Moir, 2006:526; Liu and others, 2004:164).
Since no DNA repair occurs in the spore, damage accumulates over time. If this damage
is extensive enough, the spore won’t be able to complete germination.
The bacterial spore consists of several protein and lipid layers surrounding a
central core containing the nuclear material, ribosomes, and cytoplasm. A diagram of the
spore structure for B. anthracis and B. thuringiensis is shown in Figure 1.
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Exosporium

Spore Coat

• Multi-layered

• Multi-layered

• Not connected to coat

• Possesses enzymatic
functions

Core

Cortex

• DNA, SASP, and
dipocolinic acid

• Peptidoglycan

Inner Membrane

• Keeps core water activity low

• Lipid membrane

• Contains binding and transport proteins

Figure 1. Spore structure of group 1 bacilli.
The outermost layer of the spore is composed of a loose membrane called the
exosporium that forms an envelope around the spore and can be easily removed.
Electromicrographs of the exosporium in B. anthracis indicate that it has an outer layer
composed of fine filamentous structures about 720 Å in length and 100 Å in diameter
(Hachisuka, Kojima and Sato, 1966:2382). Underneath is a basal membrane roughly 90
to 110 Å thick (Gerhardt, 1964:1780). The function of the exosporium is unknown
although its absence does not change the virulence of the organism (Giorno and others,
2007:701) or the ability of the spore to germinate.
The next layer is the spore coat. The exosporium and spore coat are a separated
by a space called the interspace (Giorno and others, 2007:691). It is unknown what the
interspace consists of though it has been hypothesized that it is compressible with spring-
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like properties since the distance the exosporium is from the spore coat can vary greatly
(Giorno and others, 2007:699).
The spore coat of B. anthracis has two distinct layers when viewed in electron
micrographs (Giorno and others, 2007:691). The function of the spore coat is to act as a
sieve to molecules entering the spore. Defects in the spore coat lead to a higher rate of
germination since more molecules triggering the process can enter the spore (Giorno and
others, 2007:702).
The spore coat is attached to the underlying spore cortex. As the spore cortex and
core shrink due to dehydration the spore coat folds to form ridges along its length as
shown in Figure 2. The thickness of the coat can vary depending on the medium the
organism is grown in (Driks, 1999:6).

500 nm

(b)

250 nm

(c)

Core

Cortex
Spore Coat

Exosporium

(a)

Figure 2. Spore coat folding. (a) Diagram of cross section of spore.
(b) AFM contact mode height image of B. thuringiensis spore showing
ridges along the surface from spore coat folding, indicated by black arrows.
(b) Closer image of ridge.
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The spore cortex is composed of peptidoglycan, similar to the protein forming the
walls of vegetative cells. However, peptidoglycan in spores differs from peptidoglycan
in cell walls in cross-linking and composition (Driks, 2004:1249). The cortex helps keep
the core water activity low.
The last layer around the spore core is the inner membrane. In order to trigger the
germination of a spore, a germinant (such as an amino acid, sugar, or nucleoside) must
interact with proteins embedded in this inner membrane (Moir, 2006:526).
The core of the spore is where the organism’s DNA is stored and protected by
surrounding it with dipocolinic acid and small acid soluble proteins (SASP). Recent
work has used SASPs as biomarkers to differentiate between B. anthracis and B. cereus,
as well as determine phylogenetic relationships between strains (Castanha and others,
2007:199).
Sporulation and Germination
Sporulation is the process where a vegetative cell produces a spore due to
unfavorable environmental conditions like a lack of nutrients. Germination in the process
the spore goes through to transform back into an active vegetative cell. As the spore
begins the process of germination it becomes more vulnerable to its environment.
Studies on germination have revealed a better understanding of spore structure and the
roles played by each of the layers.
Germination is composed of three stages, activation, germination, and outgrowth
(Moberly and others, 1966:221). In the first stage, activation, the germinant passes
through the exosporium, spore coat, and cortex, to interact with and probably bind with a
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receptor protein in the inner membrane. This results in an increase in the fluidity of the
inner membrane (Moir and others, 2002:403).
Spore germination is triggered by environmental factors such as the presence of a
nutrient, change in temperature, or change in pressure. The nutrient may be a simple
amino acid, sugar or nucleoside (Moir, 2006:526) and differs from species to species.
The presence of more than one germinant nutrient may be required to initiate
germination. Adenosine, L-alanine, DL-tyrosine have been used to trigger germination in
B. anthracis (Moberly, Shafa, and Gerhardt, 1966:220).
Moir, Corfe, and Behrahven identified a family of receptor proteins, ion
transporter enzymes, and core lytic enzymes produced by Bacillus species that are
involved in the process of germination. Germination can also be induced chemically by
calcium dipicolinate. However, this may involve a different germination process than is
induced by the presence of a nutrient or may appear different because the germination
process is started at a later step (Moir and others, 2002:407).
The second stage of germination is called germination. During this stage the
spore begins to release calcium ions and dipicolinate into its environment and take up
water. Ion fluxes between the interior of the spore and its surrounding environment
resume as monovalent cations move across the inner membrane (Moir and others,
2002:403). The spore cortex and spore coat are degraded. Since the spore can’t build
molecules to break down the spore coat and cortex, it is believed that these molecules are
produced during sporulation by the mother cell and embedded in the spore coat, cortex,
or in between them (Plomp and others, 2007:9646).
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Although some of the genes and proteins involved in the germination process
have been identified, the molecular details of the signal process in the spore during
germination are still unclear. It is unknown how the enzyme that breaks down the cortex
of the spore is activated (Moir, 2006:529).
The final stage in the germination process is outgrowth. In this stage, the
vegetative cell emerges from the protective layers of the cortex and spore coat, and
begins division. Metabolism is resumed, and any DNA damage is repaired. Any
macromolecules needed in the germination process must already be present in the spore
since no bulk transport or metabolism occurs until after outgrowth (Moir, 2006:526).
Until outgrowth, the processes processes in germination will proceed regardless of the
extent of damage to the DNA since they are independent from the spore’s DNA. If the
DNA has been damaged beyond repair, the new cell that emerges in outgrowth won’t be
able to function and will die.
Although the exact molecular process in germination is still unclear, research done with
the atomic force microscope (AFM) has helped shed more light on the structural basis of
germination. Researchers have used the AFM to study the germination process in B.
atrophaeus, which from further research seems to have a similar external spore structure
to B. cereus (Plomp and others, 2005b:604). Both B. cereus and B. atrophaeus have an
outer spore coat layer composed of crystalline parallel rodlets (Plomp and others,
2007:9645). The AFM was used to image spores through the entire process of
germination as the outer rodlet layer was broken down and the vegetative cell eventually
emerged from the cortex.
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The process began with the formation of 2-3 nm pits in the rodlet layer that the
researchers guessed were formed by hydrolytic enzymes. They hypothesized that these
enzymes were located in the spore integument and activated in the early stages of
germination (Plomp and others, 2007:9646). These enzymes could be localized where
the pits formed. Another possibility they suggested was that the pits could form at point
defects in the rodlet structure. The pits eventually connected to form fissures in the outer
layer of the spore. As time progressed, these fissures widened, lengthened, and
eventually coalesced. They became apertures that grew, until they were big enough that
the vegetative cell could emerge. AFM images of germination in a B. atrophaeus spore
are shown below in Figure 3.

( Plomp and others, 2007:9645,9647)

Figure 3. AFM images of germination in B. atrophaeus.

Although the B. atrophaeus spore structure seems to share some physical
similarities to B. cereus, B. thuringiensis has no outer rodlet layer. Since both B. cereus
14

and B. thuringiensis are closely related to B. anthracis, B. anthracis could have a
structure similar to one or the other. No work has yet been done to identify the molecular
structure and appearance of B. anthracis’ outer spore coat layers. The process for the
breakdown of the outer layers of the spore and the emergence of the vegetative cell most
likely follows a similar process.
Atomic Force Microscope (AFM)
The atomic force microscope (AFM) has been growing in importance as a tool in
microbiology since its invention in 1986. It is unique since it allows atomic scale
resolution of biological materials without a lot of preparation. Cells can even be imaged
as they go through their life cycle. Recently the AFM has been used to examine the
structure of Bacillus spores as well as examine mechanical properties of biological
substances including cells, cell walls, and spores.
The AFM was developed in 1986 by Binning, Quate, and Gerber in a
collaboration between IBM and Stanford University. It produces topological images of
surfaces. Minimal preparation is needed for samples in comparison to light and electron
microscopy samples, and they can be observed in real time under physiological
conditions (Dufrêne, 2007:96). Images are created by sensing the force between a sharp
probe tip and the sample surface. The sample is mounted on a piezoelectric scanner that
can move the sample in the x, y, and z directions to insure the probe tip remains in
contact with the surface, while the sample is moved back and forth to allow the probe tip
to scan over it.
The probe tip is attached to a soft cantilever whose deflection is measured to
determine the force between the tip and the sample surface. A laser beam is focused on
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the end of the cantilever where the probe tip is, and reflected to a photodiode. Changes in
the position of the laser beam determine the deflection of the cantilever. A feedback
circuit keeps the piezocrystal adjusting height to maintain a certain deflection in the
cantilever and a constant force between the tip and sample. A diagram of the AFM
design is shown in Figure 3.

Laser

Photodiode
Mirror
Cantilever

Sample

Probe Tip

Piezocrystal
Scanner

Feedback Circuit

Figure 4. AFM design.

AFM Used to Determine Spore Structure
Captain Zolock used the AFM to analyze the surface morphologies of Bacillus
spores looking for identifiable features that could be used to distinguish between four
Bacillus species (Zolock, 2002:1; Zolock and others, 2006:363-369). She analyzed
spores from Bacillus anthracis Sterne strain, Bacillus thuringiensis var. kurstaki, Bacillus
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cereus strain 569, and Bacillus globigii var. niger. Zolock determined that there were no
absolute surface morphology differences between the four strains studied that could be
used to identify them. However, populations of spores of different species were
distinguished by comparing the statistical distributions of spore surface features and
AFM phase data (Zolock and others, 2006:368).
Phase images in AFM are a result of surface-tip interactions and surface viscoelasticity. The phase lags can be influenced by variations in a material's surface
properties such as adhesion, friction, visco-elasticity, and stiffness. Areas that are less
elastic tend to appear brighter in the image. Zolock and others were able to conclude that
although there were no large surface features making a spore immediately identifiable,
the surface properties did vary significantly between species.
Other studies have also used the AFM to characterize spore morphologies and
look for identifiable differences between spores of different species. Zaman and others
used the AFM to look at size changes as B. anthracis spores germinated in conjunction
with a transmission electron microscope (TEM) to observe internal changes in the spores
(Zaman and others, 2005:307).
The AFM has also been used to compare morphological features of the spore
surface and first inner layer of the spore coat of B. cereus, B. thuringiensis, and B.
atrophaeus. The researchers removed the exosporium and the first outer layer of the
spore coat by sonication. They were able to see structural differences in the spore coat
layers of the three species with a significant difference in the first spore coat layer
between B. cereus and B. thuringiensis as shown in Figure 4 (Plomp and others,
2005b:605). These researchers also determined that the species specific spore surface
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structural variations between B. cereus and B. thuringiensis correlated to differences in
gene sequences for the spore core structural protein SspE (Plomp and others,
2005a:7893).

(a)

(b)
(Plomp and others, 2005a:7896)

Figure 5. AFM images of spore coat layers. (a) B. cereus, showing an outer layer
composed of patches of rodlets overlaying a layer with honeycomb structure. (b) B.
thuringiensis, with the spore coat composed of a honeycomb structure. There is no rodlet
layer.
Plomp and others also examined changes in spore surface morphology due to
hydration. Spores in 65% relative humidity decreased to 88% the size of those in water
(Plomp and others, 2005b:606). Air drying resulted in ridges along the spore surface that
the researchers concluded were due to the spore coat folding as the core shrunk in size
due to dehydration. They decided that this demonstrated that the spore coat itself didn’t
shrink or expand as Driks had proposed, but was flexible enough to compensate for
changes in the internal volume of the spore by surface folding (Plomp and others,
2005b:606).
Measuring Elasticity with the AFM
There are two techniques that have been commonly used to measure the
elasticities of surfaces of biological materials with the AFM. The first is the indentation
method. In this method, the probe tip is pressed into the sample surface and then pulled
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off while the force versus distance of the probe from the surface is recorded. Since
biological materials are soft and deformable, a reference force curve must first be
recorded for a hard sample. The difference between the curves for the reference material
and the biological sample give the deformation of the biological sample under the tip load
(Vinckier and Semenza, 1998:13). This is then plotted against the force to create a forceversus-indentation curve. The elasticity (Young’s modulus) can be determined using this
graph and the geometry of the probe tip.
The second method to measure elasticities in biological materials is called the
“depression technique” (Dufrene, 2007:104). In this method the part of the biological
specimen that the elasticity is to be measured for, such as an organelle or cell wall
components, is separated from the whole cell and placed on a hard substrate and allowed
to dry. The AFM probe tip is placed on the sample and the force is increased and
decreased while the deflection of the cantilever is measured. Comparisons between the
deflections for the soft sample and the hard substrate allow the elastic modulus to be
determined for the material.
Lateral variations in elasticity have been determined by creating spatially resolved
force maps (A-Hassan and others, 1998:1564). In this method, arrays of force versus
distance curves are recorded at the same time as topographic images. The same method
is applied as in the indentation method to determine the elastic modulus for these points.
These methods contain a high amount of error and uncertainty due to the
difficulty of tip calibration, poorly defined contact geometry, depth of penetration,
piezocreep, hysteresis effects, and fitting the force curves to the Hertz model (A-Hassan,
1998:1565; Li and others, 2007:2). The method developed by Dr. Li at AFIT avoids
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some of these pitfalls by making use of acoustic reflections between the tip and the
surface of the material being measured (Li and others, 2007:1). Unlike with the other
methods, the interactions between the tip and surface do not need to be explicitly defined
with this method. The measurements of the acoustic reflections give the near-surface
stiffness for the material. The elastic modulus is determined from this by using a simple
contact mechanics model. The calculations for this method are given in Appendix B.
The AFM has been used to measure the surface elasticities of a variety of
microbial organisms including Pseudomonas putida, Bacillus subtilis, Aspergillus
nidulans spores, Magnetospirillum gryphiwaldense, and Methanospirillum hungatei.
However, no studies have yet been performed on B. anthracis, or either of its two closest
genetic relatives B. cereus and B. thuringiensis.
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III. Methodology
Experimental Overview
Since this research built on previous work done by Captain Ruth Zolock using the
AFM to characterize Bacillus spores, I used similar microbiological techniques except
where available supplies limited me or other literature sources indicated simpler and
quicker methods. This research also used the acoustic technique developed by Dr.
Guangming Li to use the AFM to measure elasticities of spore surfaces. B. thuringiensis
and B. anthracis cultures were grown on beef extract agar in petri dishes. After
completing sporulation, the spores were removed from the plates, cleaned in three
centrifuge washes, and then droplets of spore suspension were deposited on a graphite
substrate. A lock-in amplifier was used to send a signal into the piezocrystal of the AFM
while running the cantilever over the spore surface. The reflection and transmission of
this signal through the piezocrystal was measured and analyzed to determine the surface
elasticities.
Spore Growth and Preparation
Sterilization was done in a Tuttnaur Brinkmann 3870 autoclave. When media
was prepared and water sterilized it was autoclaved at 121o C at 15 psi for 15 minutes
steam. Liquid waste and used pipette tips were autoclaved at 121o C at 20 psi for 15
minutes steam and 20 minutes dry. All pipette tips and petri dishes used came from presterilized packages. All spores were grown in plastic petri dishes on Criterion
Dehydrated Culture Media, which contained per liter of formula 15 grams agar, 5 grams
gelatin peptone, and 3 grams beef extract.
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The source of the Bacteria used in this research came from Dr. Eric Holwitt of the
Air Force Research Laboratories, Biomechanisms and Modeling Branch, Brooks Air
Force Base, Texas. The bacteria were supplied as lyophilized spores stored in glass
culture tubes, in a locked cabinet, at room temperature. The B. thuringiensis strain used
(variant kurstaki) was isolated by Brooks researchers from a commercially available
insecticide Javelin® (Ortho® brand, no longer manufactured). The safety standard for
handling this organism is BioSafety Level 1 organism. The B. anthracis strain used was
the Sterne strain and came from a veterinary, nonencapsulated, live culture of the anthrax
spore vaccine. The safety standard for handling this organism is Biosafety Level 2
organism (Zolock, 2002:65). All manipulation of the spores was conducted in a Napco
Class II Type A/B3 Biosafety Cabinet.
Initial cultures were grown by streaking two plates from the lyophilized B.
anthracis spore sample and two plates from the lyophilized B. thuringiensis sample. All
further growth was taken from streaks made from these 4 plates. The plates were
incubated at 37o C in an incubator. After 4 days of growth it became apparent that the B.
anthracis plates were contaminated with a phage. Care was taken to select phage free
areas to streak two new plates. The new B. anthracis plates showed no signs of phage
infection. All plates were placed in the refrigerator at 4o C after 7 days of growth.
Further plates were streaked from these original plates as needed. A quick check for
sporulation was made by Gram staining before spores were harvested from the plates and
by using phase contrast microscopy.
The following technique was used to harvest the spores. Sterile water was
pipetted onto the culture plate until the entire surface was covered. The water was mixed
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in with the bacterial growth using a glass spread rod while care was taken not to gouge
the agar. A fresh pipette was used to pipette the slurry of the surface of the plate into two
plastic centrifuge tubes. More sterile water was added to the tubes to bring their volumes
to 1/3 full (about 5 mL). The tubes were capped and vortexed to mix thoroughly and
break up clumps of bacteria and spores. Then the tubes were centrifuged at 4000 rpm
(3200g) for 20 min at 4o C in a Eppendorf Centrifuge 5810R. Literature research
indicated that spores should be centrifuged at 10000g for 10 min to separate spores from
cellular debris (Nicholson and Setlow, 1990:415). However this was not possible with
the centrifuge available in the lab. After centrifuging, the supernatant was poured off,
fresh sterile water was added to bring the volume of the tube to 5 mL, and the contents
were thoroughly mixed by vortexing. This process was repeated twice more so that the
spore samples were centrifuged three times. The final spore solution was checked by
Gram staining to determine whether any cellular debris was present and if further washes
were needed and then was stored at 4o C.
Sample Preparation
Spore samples were deposited onto a graphite substrate that was mounted on a 15
mm steel disc. Two samples of HOPG (highly ordered pyrolytic graphite) were used to
prepare the substrate. One was 12 x 12 mm and the other 10 x 10 mm. The 10 x 10 mm
size was easiest to work with. The HOPG blocks were split into four sections with an xacto blade. Each section was than affixed to a steel disk using a sticky tab. After this,
cellophane tape was used to cleave the graphite to provide a clean smooth surface. A
pipette was used to mix the spore solution and then deposit a droplet about 5 mm in
diameter on the graphite surface. The droplet was allowed to sit undisturbed for 5
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minutes and then rinsed off with cold sterile water. During the 5 minutes, spores settled
out of the solution and adhered to the graphite. The sample was allowed to dry and then
stored in a petri dish in a drawer at room temperature. Three samples of B. thuringiensis
spores were prepared. One was heat treated by Major Hawkins in a ceramic heater at
140o C for 60 seconds, one was prepared from a sonicated spore solution, and one was
prepared from just a plain spore solution. Two samples of B. anthracis were prepared.
One was the untreated spore solution and the other was heat treated by Major Hawkins in
a Vulcan Box Furnace 3-130 at 160o C for 45 seconds. Times and temperatures for heat
treatment were determined by Major Hawkins as the threshold point where all spores
were killed. At this point the spores had sustained enough damage that they could not
germinate.
Steel Disk

Graphite Substrate

Spore Spot

Figure 6: B. thuringiensis sample
mounted for AFM measurement.
The sonicated sample was prepared in an effort to removed the spore exosporium
and compare how this affected surface elasticity values. To prepare the sonicated
sample, 500 μL of spore solution was pipetted into a fresh sterile centrifuge tube. The
tube was suspended in a water bath in a Cole-Parmer® Ultrasonic Cleaner Model 8890
and sonicated for about 20 seconds. Then it was placed in the refrigerator at 4o C to cool
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for several minutes. This was repeated 15 times with 20 minute cooling sessions after
every 5 sonication trials. The cooling was necessary because the sonicator could not cool
the water bath and sonication tends to heat the sample. Heat is one of the triggers that
can lead to spore germination.
AFM Technique
The AFM technique I used followed the technique developed by Dr. Li in
“Nanometer-Scale Elastic Modulus of Surfaces and Thin Films determined using an
Atomic Force Microscope.” The AFM used was a Nanoscope® IIIa Scanning Probe
Microscope with a Nanoscope® Optical Viewing System. A low frequency signal
supplied by a Stanford Research Systems SR850 lock-in amplifier (LIA) was sent into
the Digital Instruments Signal Access Module for the AFM and applied to the
piezocrystal signal labeled as Bias. The piezocrystal would try to correct for this added
“noise.” Part of the signal was transmitted through the piezocrystal and part was
reflected back to the signal from the cantilever.
The low frequency signal sent to the AFM was first passed through a SR650 dual
channel filter where the signal was chopped at 1.0 Hz and 1.05 kHz and its output gain
was amplified to 10 dB. This signal was sent into the AFM piezocrystal and into a
second LIA to serve as a base signal. The signal from the cantilever (reflection), labeled
as In 0 on the Signal Access Module, and from the piezocrystal (transmission), labeled as
LV Z, were each sent to one of the LIA where their phase lag and amplitude changes
were recorded as the input frequency was varied from 1000 Hz to 1 Hz. A diagram of the
experimental setup is shown in Figure 6 below. Figures 7 and 8 show photographs of the
setup.
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Ref In –
Reference Signal

AFM Control Box
In 0

LIA 1

Bias

Input A

LV Z

LIA 2

Input A

Sine out –
reference
signal

SR650 High Pass/Low Pass Filter
High Pass Input

Output

Low Pass Input

Output

10 db Output
gain
10 db Output
gain

Figure 7. Diagram of the experimental setup of the AFM, LIA, Dual Channel Filter,
and Signal Access Module.
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SR650 Dual Channel Filter
Sample Mount and
Tip Holder

Reference Signal from first
LIA

Output Signal from
Cantilever

Reference Signal
sent to Second LIA

Signal Access Module

Piezocrystal

Output Signal from
Piezocrystal

Figure 8: Photograph of the experimental setup including AFM, Dual Channel
Filter and Signal Access Module.
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Input Reference
from Dual Channel
Filter

Input Transmission
(piezocrystal) signal

Input Reflection
(cantilever) signal

Output Reference to
Dual Channel Filter
and AFM

Figure 9: Photograph of Lock-In Amplifiers. The top LIA
displays the transmissions (piezocrystal) data, and the bottom
LIA displays reflection (cantilever) data. The top curve
displayed on the LIA screen is amplitude and the bottom
curve is phase lag.
To take data for a spore it was first necessary to find a spore. This was done by
placing a spore sample in the AFM holder, loading the cantilever with the desired
stiffness, and then taking an image in contact mode. An area of 6 μm x 6 μm was
scanned at a rate of 2 Hz. Typically several spores would appear in this area. The AFM
Zoom In feature was used to center on the selected spore. Trace and retrace images of
the spore were recorded as I used the AFM to zoom in on the spore several times until I
was scanning an area of about 500 nm x 500 nm roughly in the center of the spore. The
scan was disabled when the scan line passed over an area of interesting features. Then I
used the scope trace, which shows a vertical height cross section of the sample, to
determine surface features and position the tip over either a ridge or a dip. Once this was
done, I reduced the scan area to 1 nm, taking care to maintain tip position over the
desired feature. Scan Rate was increased to 5.09 Hz. The deflection set point was set at
0 V, scan angle at 0o, integral gain to 2, proportional gain to 3, and then the view mode
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was changed to Force Calibration. The switch was flipped on the control box to allow
the input signal from the LIA into the AFM. The force value in the top LCD display on
the AFM was checked and adjusted to about -1.0 V using the top left knob.
Then I returned to image mode, and the x and y position coordinates were noted.
The LIA start buttons were pressed at the same time to start recording the signals from
the AFM. Three traces were taken, then the LIAs were stopped, the input signal was
turned off and the scan length adjusted to 500 nm to choose a new feature to take a
measurement of. Once the tip was moved to the new feature by using the arrow keys to
adjust the x coordinates, the same procedure was followed. Usually five features (three
traces each) were measured on each spore. A diagram showing the steps in focusing in
on a spore, establishing a scan line, and then taking measurements at different points is
shown in Figure 9 below.
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Scan Line for Data
Collection

Figure 10: AFM height images of B. thuringiensis spore showing data
sampling scan line. The red square indicates the zoomed in area shown in the
bottom scan. The black line across the bottom scan shows where the scan was
disabled on the spore surface and the stars indicate points with different height
features where data was collected. For instance the blue star is on top of a ridge
and the green star is in the dip beside the ridge.
Tips of two different stiffnesses were used to take the measurements. These tips
were produced by Veeco Probes and had stiffnesses of 0.06 N/m and 0.58 N/m.
Elasticity values for spores were determined by comparing reflection amplitudes for the
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spore samples with reflection amplitudes for HOPG graphite and a polystyrene sample,
which had known elasticities. These elasticities had been previously determined by Dr.
Li in his paper as 33 GPa for graphite and 2.5 to 3.5 GPa for polystyrene (Li and
Burggraf, 2007:8). I used an average value of 3 GPa for the polystyrene. A different tip
of each of the two stiffnesses was used for each type of spore sample. Tips were cleaned
after taking measurements on two spores and before taking measurements on the
polystyrene and graphite by rinsing with acetone for 30 seconds. The polystyrene sample
had a molecular weight of 2,000,000 and a thickness of 160 to 220 nm.
To calculate the elasticities, a comparison was made between the known
elasticities of the reference sample and the unknown elasticity of the spore sample by
taking the ratio of the slopes of the reflection amplitudes for the reference and the spore.
The slope of the reflection amplitude is inversely proportion to interfacial stiffness.
Siffnesses are directly proportional to elasticity and by taking their ratio the unknown
elasticity could be determined. The exact equations and calculations are detailed in
Appendix B.
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IV. Results and Analysis

Observations on Spore Growth, Harvesting and Sample Preparation
The two plates of B. anthracis that were streaked directly from the lyophilized
spore sample had phage contamination that showed up as plaques on the bacterial growth.
This may have been an outside contamination since previous work in the lab was done on
soil samples or it may have simply been a lysogenic phage in the B. anthracis sample.
Lysogeny is one of the methods of viral reproduction. The phage’s genetic material is
integrated into the host bacterium’s genetic material and then passed on to daughter cells
during division. The viral genetic material, called a prophage, can remain inactive in the
cell until a late event, like UV radiation, causes it to activate and force the cell to produce
new viruses and then lyse. I was able to isolate samples from regions of growth that
weren’t infected with the phage yet, and all further streak plates of B. anthracis were free
of the lytic phage.
Although I centrifuged my spore samples at lower speed then recommended, my
final preparation had little extra debris in it and no vegetative cells that I noticed when
doing checks under a light microscope.
After sonication, I originally thought that I had destroyed all spores. But a spread
plate made of the sonicated spore solution rapidly grew a bacterial lawn, indicating I still
had a very high spore concentration in the solution. The images of the spores under the
AFM appeared shorter than the nonsonicated samples.
Sonication didn’t appear to remove the exosporrium anymore than it was in the
nonsonicated sample. The exosporium was still present in a few cases. In the future it
would be better to use a sonication probe since this can deliver a more direct hit of energy
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directly to the sample rather than having to pass through the plastic wall of the container.
This would also allow the removal of the first layer of the spore coat so the properties of
the second layer could be examined.
In most of the spores examined the exosporium was partly removed and appeared
fragmented as a result of the centrifuge washes. I was unable, however to clearly
determine whether the the exosporium lay over the scan areas. Images of the sonicated
spores, nonsonicated spores, and spores with and without exosporium are shown below in
Figure 10 and Figure 11.
For preparing the samples I found it was easiest to use steel disks that were 15
mm in diameter and graphite that was 10 mm x 10 mm. Letting the spore solution sit on
the graphite for 5 minutes gave a nice, even covering of spores.

1 um
(a)

(b)

500 nm

Figure 11. AFM height images of spores with exosporia. (a) B. thuringiensis spore.
Black arrow indicates the exosporium that has partially come loose from the spore. (b)
B. anthracis spore. Arrow indicates ripples that are likely from fragments of the
exosporium still attached to the spore coat.
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1 um

(a)

2.5 um

(b)
Figure 12. AFM images of sonicated and non-sonicated spores. (a) B. thuringiensis
spores that have not been sonicated. (b) Sonicated B. thuringiensis spores. Arrows
indicate exosporia.
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Reflection Amplitude Curves
The reflection amplitude curves for data taken with the softer tip often had a sharp
peak in the middle of the data which made curve fitting difficult. An example of this is
shown below in Figure 12. Figure 13 shows the reflection amplitude curve taken with a
stiffer tip. The reflection amplitudes taken with stiffer tips were always smooth curves as
shown in Figure 13 and never exhibited the peaks that commonly showed up between
about 200 and 500 Hz for softer tips. This behavior is probably due to the effects of
adsorbed water on the surface of the spore. The softer tip would get stuck in the water
layer, while the stiffer tip would push through it.
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Figure 13. Curve Fitting of Reflectance
Amplitude for soft tip on B. anthracis spore.
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Figure 14. Curve Fitting of Reflectance
Amplitude for stiff tip on B. anthracis spore.
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Surface Features
The surface features I examined were ridges and valleys that appeared in the
height cross section of the scan. The majority were about 3 to 5 nm in height or depth,
and these corresponded to the rough rippled texture on the spore surface. Not all spores
had large ridges in their coats running lengthwise. When they did, these were often 6 to
12 nm in height. There was not a great difference in the calculated elasticities between
these surface features. Examples of scan cross sections and the spores they come from
are shown below. The only spore in the images below that has a ridge due to spore coat
folding is in Figure 14. As can be seen in Figure 15, it was occasionally difficult to find
very many surface features of varying height. Some spore height cross section scan lines
were relatively flat with often only one height feature along them.

Figure 15. AFM image of B. thuringiensis spore and sample point height cross
sections with soft tip.
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Figure 16. AFM image of B. thuringiensis spore and sample point height cross
sections with stiff tip.

Figure 17. AFM image of B. anthracis spore and sample point height cross sections
with soft tip.
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Figure 18. AFM image of B. anthracis spore and sample point height cross sections
with stiff tip.

Elasticity Results
Four to five points were sampled across the scan line along a spore surface, the
particular feature of the point was noted, and the elasticities calculated. Measurements
were made for four types of spore samples: B. thuringiensis spores, B. anthracis spores,
heat inactivated B. thuringiensis spores, and heat inactivated B. anthracis spores. The
sonicated B. thuringiensis spores were not measured due to time constraints and because
it was unclear whether the exosporium had been successfully removed. Measurements
were taken on spores with cantilevers of two different stiffnesses. The soft cantilever had
a stiffness of 0.06 N/m and the stiff cantilever had a stiffness of 0.58 N/m. Table 1 and
Table 2 below show the overall means and standard deviations of calculated surface
elasticity for each type of spore sample measured with the soft tip and the stiff tip.
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Table 1. Elasticity mean and standard deviation for spores measured with soft tip.
Name

Mean elasticity
(GPa)
1.98

Standard
Deviation
0.66

Heat Inactivated B. anthracis

1.31

0.22

B. thuringiensis

1.15

0.28

Heat Inactivated B. thuringiensis

3.74

3.61

B. anthracis

Table 2. Elasticity mean and standard deviation for spores measured with stiff tip.
Name

Mean elasticity
(GPa)
3.73

Standard
Deviation
0.22

Heat Inactivated B. anthracis

2.73

0.29

B. thuringiensis

4.67

0.72

Heat Inactivated B. thuringiensis

3.57

0.27

B. anthracis

Heating the spores reduced their surface elasticity. Measured with the stiff tip,
the B. anthracis spores had an average elasticity of 3.73 GPa. The heat inactivated B.
anthracis spores had an average elasticity of 2.73 GPa. Similar behavior is seen in the B.
thuringiensis spores. The B. thuringiensis spores had an average elasticity of 4.67 GPa.
The heat inactivated B. thuringiensis spores had an average elasticity of 3.57 GPa. Using
a Student’s T-test with 95% confidence confirms that the mean elasticities of the heat
inactivated spores are significantly different from those that were not heat inactivated, as
well as the fact that B. anthracis and B. thuringiensis spores differ significantly in surface
elasticity values. Table 3 below gives the 95% confidence intervals of mean elasticity for
the spore samples measured with a stiff tip.
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Table 3. T-test 95% confidence interval of elasticity values for spore samples
measured with stiff tip.
Name
95% confidence interval of mean elasticity in GPa
3.629
3.823
B. anthracis
Heat inactivated B.
anthracis

2.647

2.805

B. thuringiensis

4.438

4.898

Heat inactivated B.
thuringiensis

3.419

3.717

The soft tips gave smaller values for elasticity than the stiff tips. I presume this is
due to the interaction of the soft tip with the adsorbed water layer on the surface of the
spore. A soft tip would only interact with the very outmost layer of the spore, probably
the outermost fragmented layer of the exosporium or the adsorbed water layer. The stiff
tips would be able to push through the water layer and measure the elasticity of the layers
of the spore surface underneath. Using a t-test to compare the mean elasticities for the
soft tip results confirmed that they were significantly different from those measured by
the stiff tips as well as from each other. Table 4 gives the 95% confidence intervals of
mean elasticity values for the samples measured with soft tips.

Table 4. T-test 95% confidence interval of elasticity values for spore samples
measured with soft tip.
Name
95% confidence interval of mean elasticity in GPa
1.668
2.437
B. anthracis
Heat inactivated B.
anthracis

1.185

1.426

B. thuringiensis

0.995

1.266

Heat inactivated B.
thuringiensis

1.818

5.663
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Three different height features were observable during measurements, ridge, dip,
and flat. Using the t-test to compare the mean elasticities of the surface features in
samples over a 95% confidence interval confirmed that they did not vary significantly
from each other. They don’t follow a regular pattern with ridge elasticity varying in a
predictable way from dip elasticity. Figure 18 below shows a graph depicting the mean
elasticity values calculated for each surface feature measured in the spore samples. Table
5 gives the 95% confidence interval for the mean elasticity values for the three different
observed surface features in each type of spore sample.

Figure 19. Graph of mean elasticities of height feature points on spore samples
measured with the stiff tip.
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Table 5. T-test 95% confidence interval of elasticity values for surface features in
spore samples measured with stiff tip.
Sample and feature
B. anthracis ridge

95% confidence
interval in GPa
3.561
3.878

B. anthracis dip

3.601

3.826

B. anthracis flat

2.639

4.931

Heated B. anthracis ridge

2.535

2.774

Heated B. anthracis dip

2.778

2.950

Heated B. anthracis flat

2.179

2.971

B. thuringiensis ridge

4.297

4.952

B. thuringiensis dip

3.962

4.953

B. thuringiensis flat

4.801

5.510

Heated B. thuringiensis ridge

3.268

3.788

Heated B. thuringiensis dip

3.509

3.920

Heated B. thuringiensis flat

3.384

3.700
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V. Discussion
Overview
Although the data presented in this paper was limited due to the small number of
spores examined, the results indicate that B. anthracis and B. thuringiensis spores have
structural differences. They differ enough in surface elasticity to be able to distinguish
the two species. The results also indicate that heating does affect the spores’ surface
properties. Further work should be done to better understand the spore structural
differences between the two species and the effect heat has on them.
Assumptions Made in the Experimental Method
In this research all contact between the AFM tip and the spore surface was
assumed to be elastic so that it could be modeled using the Hertz contact model. In
reality, the behavior was visco-elastic, deforming as the surfaces came together and then
returning to their original shape when they were no longer interacting. This assumption
allowed a rough estimate of elasticities to be calculated, but more importantly, allowed
the differences in surface properties to be compared between the two spore species.
Another assumption made in the calculations was that the reflection amplitude
curves for the spore samples were the same shape as the reflection amplitude curves for
the reference materials, polystyrene and graphite. Although this appeared to be true for
the stiff tips, it wasn’t with the softer tips where peaks appeared in the curves due to
interaction with adsorbed water. Making this assumption allowed the impedances to be
canceled out in the calculations.
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Linking Observations to Theory
The soft tips gave lower elasticity values. This was probably due to adsorbed
water on the surface of the spore. However, in some cases it may have also been due to
the outermost layer of the exosporium which previous research has shown to be made up
of short hair-like structures (Hachisuka, Kojima and Sato, 1966:2382). I would expect
these structures to be less stiff and consequently have a smaller Young’s modulus. They
may also display more adhesion to the AFM tip than the underlying spore coat does.
The B. thuringiensis spores had a much higher elasticity than the B. anthracis
spores. This indicates that they have a different outer spore coat structure. I suppose that
the B. anthracis spore has a similar architecture to the B. cereus spore as shown by
Plomp, Leighton, Wheeler, and Malkin. The outermost spore coat layer of B cereus is
composed of parallel rodlet packets. Beneath this is a layer with rigid honeycomb
structure. I would expect the rodlet layer to be softer due to its patchwork appearance
and construction. B. thuringiensis was shown to have only the honeycomb structure in its
spore coat (Plomp and others, 2005b:605). Previous research on B. anthracis spores
using the electron microscope have shown the spore coat is composed of two layers
(Giorno and others, 2007:691).
Heat appears to degrade the outer spore coat. This may, in part, contribute to
spore death by weakening the ability of the coat to keep molecules from entering the
spore core. Once molecules have entered the core, they can trigger the changes the spore
goes through in germination. These changes cause the spore to begin lose its ability to
survive in extreme conditions, and make it more vulnerable to other threats in its
environment.
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During heating, the entire spore would have been at the same temperature.
Damage to the protein structure in the outer spore coat layer provides evidence for
general damage to all unprotected protein in the spore from high temperatures. Although
the spore coat is not critical to heat resistance (Driks, 1999:15), damage to proteins could
effect overall survival and eventual germination of the spore.
Recommendations For Future Work
This research is a preliminary study of heat effects on spore surface properties.
Data should be collected for more spores to give a better idea of the variance in elasticity
between spores of a species and between those that have been heat inactivated.
Further research should also be done to examine how extensive the heat damage is to the
spore structure, using stiffer tips to look at deeper layers as well as a sonication probe to
help remove the outermost layers of the spore.
More temperature and time conditions should be examined to better determine
how changes in temperature and time exposure affect the spore surface properties. In this
experiment only one temperature and time for heat inactivation was used for each of the
spore species, 160o C for 45 seconds for B. anthracis and 140o C for 60 seconds for B.
thuringiensis. Shorter times were impossible to use since the samples had been mounted
on steel disks. In the future the samples will need to be prepared differently for heat
inactivation, perhaps by performing heat inactivation before securing them to the steel
mounting disk or by using a laser for heating.
The effect of humidity in the environment on the spore should also be determined.
The more water present in the environment, the more hydrated the spore is likely to be.
This should stretch the spore coat out, or at least keep it from any folding.
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Comparisons should also be made for spores grown in different types of media
since previous research has shown that this can affect the spore structure and thickness of
the spore coat (Driks, 1999:6). It would be interesting to determine the exact architecture
of the B. anthracis spore by using a sonicator probe to first remove the exosporium and
then the outer layer of the spore coat and imaging the spore with the AFM following a
method similar to that used by Plomp, Wheeler, Leighton, and Malkin. This would help
confirm whether I am correct in assuming that structurally B. anthracis spores are more
similar to B. cereus spores than B. thuringiensis spores. Along with this, B. cereus spores
should also be measured for surface elasticity to compare with B. thuringiensis and B.
anthracis.
Conclusions
Although B. anthracis and B. thuringiensis differ in surface properties, B.
thuringiensis is still a good choice to use as a simulant. Further research may confirm the
surface properties of B. anthracis are more similar to those of B. cereus than B.
thuringiensis. However, B. thuringiensis is harmless to humans while B. cereus can
cause food poisoning and skin infections. Due to safety considerations, B. thuringiensis
is the better choice. This research should help those using B. thuringiensis as a simulant
to better understand its limits and differences from the species it is being used to model
by giving a better understanding of those differences.
All three objectives of this research were met. I was able to determine that B.
anthracis and B. thuringiensis spores differ in surface elasticity. This difference is
enough that I think it could be used to distinguish between the two species. I had
expected to see some differences in elasticity over the spore surface, but my results
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showed that the spore surface properties are relatively uniform. As I’ve gained a better
understanding of spore structure this makes sense, since unlike with a cell that would
have receptor proteins, ion channels, and other structures on its surface, in a spore these
structures are all in the interior imbedded in the inner membrane. I was also able to
determine that heating does change the elastic properties of the spore surface.
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Appendix A: Suppliers

To aid in further work on this research topic I have made a list of supplies that will
probably need to purchased to produce more samples, their prices, and the contact
information for the companies that produce them, along with comments of which
products I found to work best.

Veeco Probes
store.veeco.com
Office hours M-F 8:30AM-5:30PM, PST
Customer Support/Technical Information:
Email probes@veeco.com
Phone (805) 38-VEECO / (805) 388-3326
Fax(805) 484-2089
Sales Information:
Pay by Credit Card call: (805) 38-VEECO / (805) 388-3326; (800) 715-8440
Purchase Order by fax: (805) 484-2089; (888) 221-2219
Veeco Nanofabrication Center
Veeco Probes
3601 Calle Tecate
Suite C
Camarillo, CA 93012
Description
Si Nitride contact
mode probe tip –
package of 100
Graphite substrate

Part Name/No.
NP-1

Price
$1550.00

Comments

HOPG
(12 mm x 12mm)

$100

Too big- better to
go with HOPG
from SPI

Sample Adhesive
STKYDOT
Pads - package of
50
SPM Sample
SD-102
Mounting Disks,
15 mm diameter,
steel, package of 50

$125.00
$100.00
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Easiest to use size

Nanoscience Instruments, Inc.
store.nanoscience.com
email: sales@nanoscience.com
phone: 888-777-5573 (toll free in US & Canada)
480-940-3940
fax:

480-940-3941

Mailing Address:
Nanoscience Instruments, Inc.
9831 South 51st Street, Suite C119
Phoenix, AZ 85044
USA

Description
VistaProbes T300
Tapping mode
AFM probes –
package of 25

Part Name/No.
T300-25

Price
$460.00

Comments

Steel Mounting
Discs, 10 mm diam.
– package of 100

NS00594

$80.00

Too small, difficult
to use. Better to
order from Veeco

………………………………………………………………………………………………
SPI Supplies
http://www.2spi.com
email:
spi3spi@2spi.com
phone:

1-(800)-2424-SPI
1-(610)-436-5400

fax:

1-(610)-436-5755

Mailing Address:
SPI Supplies
P.O. Box 656,
West Chester, PA 19381-0656

Description
HOPG – ZYH
Grade SPI-3,
10x10x2 mm

Part Name/No.
440HP-AB

Price
$135.66
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Comments
Easiest to work with
and cleave

Appendix B: Elasticity Calculation

The reflection and transmission coefficients for an imperfect interface, which is
one that has finite interfacial stiffness, is given by the following two equations (Li and
Burggraf, 2007:4).

R12 =

Z 2 − Z1 + i (ω / K n) Z1Z 2
Z 2 + Z1 − i (ω / K n) Z1Z 2

T12 =

2Z 2
Z 2 + Z1 − i (ω / K n) Z1Z 2

Where R12 is the reflection coefficient, T12 is the transmission coefficient, Z1 and Z2 are
impedances, ω is frequency,and Kn is the stiffness of the interface.

Assuming the impedances Z1 and Z2 are about equal, as is the case if the
reflection amplitude curves are the same shape:

R12 =

0 + (ω / Kn ) Z 2
(ω / Kn) Z 2
=
2 − i (ω / Kn) Z 2
2 − i (ω / Kn) Z 2

The slope of the reflectance as ω → 0:

∂R i Z 2
=
∂ω 2 Kn

So Kn α (slope)-1
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Stiffness can be determined by K n = 2rE* = α 3 6 FRE *2 from the Hertz contact

model, where r is contact radius, α =

Ar / Aa which is a factor correction between the

difference of real and apparent areas of contact, R is the radius of the AFM tip, F is the
normal force, and E* is the reduced Young’s modulus given by 1/E*=1/Mt+1/Ms where
Mt and Ms are the indentation modulus of the tip and substrate respectively (Li and
Burggraf, 2007:5).

R
F

r

Figure 20. Hertz Contact Model.

However, it is difficult to know the exact tip geometry, so a comparison between
a reference sample for which elasticity is known and the unknown sample is made.

E s * = E *ref (

α ref K s n
)
α s K ref

Where n is determined by tip geometry and α by contact geometry (Li and Burggraf,
2007:6).
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Estimating the contact area ratio (αref/αs) to be close to 1 and using n=1.5 for a
parabolic tip gives:

Es * = E *ref (

K s 1.5
)
K ref

The value used for E *ref was 3 GPa, which was the average value of Young’s modulus
for polystyrene determined by Dr. Li (Li and Burggraf, 2007:8).
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Appendix C: Spore Elasticity Data

Below are AFM height images of all the spores that were measured in this
research, along with a table of the elasticity values calculated for the measurements.
Measurements were typically taken at four or five points on the spore surface with
different height features. At each of these points on the spore surface, data was recorded
three times as the input frequency dropped from 1000 Hz to 1 Hz. All elasticity values
are given in GPa (109 Pascals). The table rows have been shaded to make it clear which
measurements were taken at the same point on the surface of the spores.

B. anthracis

Table 6. Elasticity values for B.
anthracis spore 1 taken with soft tip.
Average

Surface Feature

2.532758

ridge

2.437684

dip

2.504899

ridge

2.829994

dip
BA, soft tip k = 0.06 N/m
3.5

2.778856

3
2.5
el asticity

Elasticity
2.660694
2.40876
2.528821
2.531688
2.354177
2.427187
2.102415
2.593122
2.819159
2.888708
2.700033
2.901242
2.700033
2.643949
2.992587

2
1.5
1
0.5
0
0

2

4

6

8

10

12

14

scan number

Figure 21. B. anthracis spore 1 AFM
image and elasticity graph.
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Table 7. Elasticity values for B.
anthracis spore 2 taken with soft tip.
Elasticity
3.044801
3.166139
3.230696
0.804998
0.730888
0.761234
0.862954
0.838961
0.640404
0.660257
0.673845
0.752439

Average

Surface Feature

3.147212

ridge

0.765707

slight ridge

0.780773

dip

0.695514

dip

BA, soft tip k = 0.06 N/m
3.5
3
elasticity

2.5
2
1.5
1
0.5
0
0

2

4

6

8

10

12

14

scan number

Figure 22. B. anthracis spore 2 AFM
image and elasticity graph.
Table 8. Elasticity values for B.
anthracis spore 3 taken with stiff tip.
Average

Surface Feature

3.839584

ridge

3.586164

ridge

3.862849

dip

3.607673

dip

BA, stiff tip k = 0.58 N/m

elasticity

Elasticity
3.965742
4.067481
3.485528
3.75892
3.513971
3.485601
3.851878
3.814261
3.922409
3.60192
3.709258
3.683364
3.43615

4.5
4
3.5
3
2.5
2
1.5
1
0.5
0
0

2

4

6

8

10

12

scan number

Figure 23. B. anthracis spore 3 AFM
image and elasticity graph.
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Table 9. Elasticity values for B.
anthracis spore 4 taken with stiff tip.
Average

Surface Feature

3.733315

ridge

3.704448

dip

3.784793

flat

BA, stiff tip k = 0.58 N/m

elasticity

Elasticity
3.787769
3.717969
3.694207
3.870579
3.717969
3.524797
4.313315
3.577496
3.463569

4.5
4
3.5
3
2.5
2
1.5
1
0.5
0
0

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

scan number

Figure 24. B. anthracis spore 4 AFM
image and elasticity graph.
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Heat inactivated B. anthracis
Table 10. Elasticity values for heat
inactivated B. anthracis spore 1 taken
with soft tip.
Average

Surface Feature

1.516202

ridge slope

1.430927

ridge

1.233264

dip
Heated BA, soft tip k = 0.06 N/m

1.374372

3.5

ridge

3
2.5
elasticity

Elasticity
1.61663
1.465136
1.466838
1.340584
1.35516
1.597038
1.362233
1.182144
1.155414
1.45752
1.363943
1.301654
1.033466
1.048781
0.837689

0.973312

2
1.5
1

dip

0.5
0
0

2

4

6

8

10

12

14

16

scan number

Figure 25. Heated B. anthracis spore
1 AFM image and elasticity graph.
Table 11. Elasticity values for heat
inactivated B. anthracis spore 2 taken
with stiff tip.
Average

Surface Feature

2.130605

ridge

2.522198

flat

3.056942

dip

2.296189

ridge

3.073228

Heated BA, stiff tip k = 0.58 N/m

shallow dip

elasti city

Elasticity
2.145132
2.170299
2.076383
2.111855
2.263674
3.191065
3.037522
3.154024
2.979281
2.028931
1.916658
2.94298
2.902934
3.203581
3.113169

4.5
4
3.5
3
2.5
2
1.5
1
0.5
0
0

2

4

6

8

10

12

14

scan number

Figure 26. Heated B. anthracis spore
2 AFM image and elasticity graph.
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Table 12. Elasticity values for heat
inactivated B. anthracis spore 3 taken
with stiff tip.
Average

Surface Feature

2.649135

ridge

2.71937

ridge

2.620654

dip

2.873525

ridge

2.68372

Heated BA, stiff tip k = 0.58 N/m

elasticity

Elasticity
2.653619
2.640167
2.653619
2.762201
2.604452
2.791457
2.603406
2.523117
2.735441
3.054979
2.732511
2.833084
2.732655
2.799899
2.56533
2.636995

ridge

4.5
4
3.5
3
2.5
2
1.5
1
0.5
0
0

2

4

6

8

10

12

14

16

18

scan number

Figure 27. Heated B. anthracis spore
3 AFM image and elasticity graph.
Table 13. Elasticity values for heat
inactivated B. anthracis spore 4 taken
with stiff tip.
Average

Surface Feature

2.632561

dip

2.928379

edge of dip

2.720974

shallow ridge

2.628064

flat

Heated BA, stiff tip k = 0.58 N/m

elasticity

Elasticity
2.690246
2.543967
2.66347
2.936368
2.954184
2.894585
2.70071
2.758281
2.703931
2.708711
2.55568
2.6198

4.5
4
3.5
3
2.5
2
1.5
1
0.5
0
0

2

4

6

8

10

12

scan number

Figure 28. Heated B. anthracis spore
4 AFM image and elasticity graph.
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Table 14. Elasticity values for heat
inactivated B. anthracis spore 5 taken
with stiff tip.
Average

Surface Feature

2.902825

ridge

2.865998

dip

2.904877

ridge

2.871353

dip
Heated BA, stiff tip k = 0.58 N/m

elasticity

Elasticity
2.91277
2.830018
2.965689
2.984063
2.78824
2.825692
2.965346
3.004202
2.745082
2.906609
2.879754
2.827695

4.5
4
3.5
3
2.5
2
1.5
1
0.5
0
0

2

4

6

8

10

12

scan number

Figure 29. Heated B. anthracis spore
5 AFM image and elasticity graph.
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B. thuringiensis
Table 15. Elasticity values for B.
thuringiensis spore 1 taken with soft
tip.
Average

Surface Feature

0.75463

ridge

0.82345

dip

BT, soft tip k = 0.06 N/m
3.5

1.932837

edge

3
2.5
elasticity

Elasticity
0.803957
0.763508
0.696426
0.862832
0.881208
0.790797
0.797835
0.784576
2.088568
1.838781
1.871161
0.737951
0.707076
0.665952
1.144204
1.012872
1.063506

2
1.5
1

0.70366

ridge

0.5
0
0

2

4

6

8

10

12

14

16

18

scan number

1.073527

ridge

Figure 30. B. thuringiensis spore 1
AFM image and elasticity graph.

Table 16. Elasticity values for B.
thuringiensis spore 2 taken with soft
tip.
Average

Surface Feature

1.276705

ridge

1.333474

Dip

1.323065

Ridge
BT, soft tip k = 0.06 N/m
3.5
3
2.5

1.093629

elasticity

Elasticity
1.365497
1.178328
1.286292
1.278463
1.297097
1.424862
1.251677
1.357632
1.321659
1.361293
1.087723
1.1001
1.093064

slight dip

2
1.5
1
0.5
0
0

2

4

6

8

10

12

scan number

Figure 31. B. thuringiensis spore 2
AFM image and elasticity graph.
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Table 17. Elasticity values for B.
thuringiensis spore 3 taken with stiff
tip.
Average

Surface Feature

3.968431

dip

3.843698

ridge

3.70894

dip

3.876268

ridge

BT, stiff tip k = 0.58 N/m

elasticity

Elasticity
3.866477
4.009473
4.029344
3.880056
3.856806
3.794231
3.762518
3.737922
3.626379
3.913712
3.785944
3.929149

4.5
4
3.5
3
2.5
2
1.5
1
0.5
0
0

2

4

6

8

10

12

14

scan number

Figure 32. B. thuringiensis spore 3
AFM image and elasticity graph.
Table 18. Elasticity values for B.
thuringiensis spore 4 taken with stiff
tip.
Average

Surface Feature

4.084242

ridge

4.624533

dip

5.159035

ridge

4.305958

ridge

BT, stiff tip k = 0.58 N/m
6
5

5.334848

flat

elasticity

Elasticity
4.007271
4.314377
3.931079
4.154866
5.280002
4.438731
5.400773
5.445028
5.210173
4.580165
4.331921
4.262437
4.323516
5.391033
5.452448
5.161063

4
3
2
1
0
0

2

4

6

8

10

12

14

16

scan number

Figure 33. B. thuringiensis spore 4
AFM image and elasticity graph.
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Table 19. Elasticity values for B.
thuringiensis spore 5 taken with stiff
tip.
Average

Surface Feature

5.414621

ridge

5.253311

flat

5.410915

ridge

5.52851

dip

BT, stiff tip k = 0.58 N/m
6
5
el asticity

Elasticity
5.32343
5.266309
5.654122
5.205744
5.364821
5.189367
5.792909
5.296975
5.142862
5.714905
5.469349
5.401276

4
3
2
1
0
0

2

4

6

8

10

12

scan number

Figure 34. B. thuringiensis spore 5
AFM image and elasticity graph.
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Heat inactivated B. thuringiensis
Table 20. Elasticity values for heat
inactivated B. thuringiensis spore 1
taken with soft tip.
Average

Surface Feature

2.496863

10.33368

dip

2.476261

ridge
Heated BT, soft tip k = 0.06 N/m
12
10

0.123244

8
elasticity

Elasticity
2.404774
2.395902
2.689912
10.49942
10.20404
10.29758
2.176827
2.714875
2.53708
0.090122
0.111757
0.116544
0.174554
3.74879
4.365383
5.318531

6
4
2

4.477568

0
0

2

4

6

8

10

12

14

16

scan number

Figure 35. Heated B. thuringiensis spore
1 AFM image and elasticity graph.
Table 21. Elasticity values for heat
inactivated B. thuringiensis spore 2
taken with stiff tip.
Average

Surface Feature

3.38169

ridge

3.542084

flat

3.714532

dip
Heated BT, stiff tip k = 0.58 N/m
6

3.869016

ridge

5
elasticity

Elasticity
3.408779
3.460638
3.275654
3.610571
3.485184
3.530497
3.804784
3.696815
3.641996
3.727622
3.580392
4.299034
3.101224
3.414692
3.481528

3.332482

ridge

4
3
2
1
0
0

2

4

6

8

10

12

14

16

scan number

Figure 36. Heated B. thuringiensis
spore 2 AFM image and elasticity graph
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